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NEGOTIATING
THE INTERREGNUM
The PoUtical Wotks of
Davenant and Tatham
Chad Thomas

n 2 September 1642, the English Parliament, following
Oliver Cromwell's lead, passed an ordinance decreeing that
"the distracted Estate of England, threatened with a Cloud
of Blood by a Civil War" needed to "call for all possible means to
appease and avert the Wrath of God."' The declaration went on to
state that
while these sad causes and set times of Humiliation do
continue. Public Stage-Plays shall cease and be forborne,
instead of which are recommended to the People of this land
the profitable and seasonable considerations of Repentance,
Reconciliation and Peace with God, which probably may
produce outward Peace and Prosperity, and bring again
Times of Joy and Gladness to this Nation.^

' Commonwealth Tracts, 1625—1650, ed. Arthur Freeman (New York: Garland, 1974), 3.
' Commonwealth Tracts, 1625-1650, 3.
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This famous edict ended public performance of theatre for the duration
of the Interregnum. Conventional views on the effects of this edict
posit a close correlation between theatrical and political history: like the
monarchy, English theatre was for all intents and purposes suspended
until its restoration twenty years later, with the accession of Charles 11.
Oscar G. Brockett, whose History of Theatre is widely taught in theatre
surveys, devotes only three paragraphs out of over 700 pages to the
period between 1642, when the theatres closed, and 1660, when the
theatres reopened.^ As this example illustrates, pedagogical and
scholarly tradition presents the Interregnum as a period of no impor
tance in regards to drama. The years separating the Renaissance from
the Restoration wimessed only sporadic intervals of dramatic produc
tion; these, academics have agreed, do not constitute a significant
contribution to English drama.
Only recently has this consensus come up for reevaluation. A
handful of scholars, including Kevin L. Cope, Susan Wiseman, Dale
B.J. Randall, and Janet Clare, now recognize that the Interregnum did
foster a sort of drama, although many still think of it as underdevel
oped and unsophisticated. Interregnum drama deserves more analysis
on its own terms, as a bridge between the Renaissance and the
Restoration, rather than just an extension of the periods that precede
or follow it. As1 shall argue, many of the underexamined plays of this
period offer pointed, if covert, commentary on England's "distracted
estate." In the hands of William Davenant and of his Ittde known
contemporary John Tatham, theatre became a vehicle for the expres
sion of politically dissident views. Given thecurrent critical predilection
for literature that is subversive of the status quo, the works of these
writers should receive more attention than they do.
Although recent scholarship like Randall's has led to a reassess
ment of dramatic publication and theatrical output between 1642 and
1660, it has also categorized this output largely in terms of mindless
entertainment.'* Cope, for example, claims that drama in the Interreg
num featured "rapid changes of contrasting regimes and responded to
uncertainty with spectacles appealing to specialized, extreme, or rowdy

' Oscar G. Brockett, History of the Theatre, 8th ed. (Boston; AUyn and Bacon, 1998).
* See Dale B. J. Randall, Wirrter Fruit: 1642—1660 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky,
1995).
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tastes."^ He equates William Davenant's Interregnum "entertainments"
with popular, low-brow entertainments in our own society, like those
provided by the World Wrestling Federation.® While such critics argue
that Interregnum plays are entertaining products of popular culture,
they also underline that Interregnum playwrights cannot compare with
Shakespeare or Dryden. Although theirs is a reasonable assessment.
Cope and company, by insisting on such comparison, fail to reach a
balanced appraisal of Interregnum drama. This period, with its inherent
(to use Cope's term) "funkiness," does lack a Shakespeare or a
Dryden—and even a Jonson or Wycherley. However, Davenant and
Tatham—^playwrights who worked before, during, and after the
Interregnum—are not mere entertainers. Both repeatedly convey the
violence and unrest of the Interregnum and so offer commentary on
the state of the State. Davenant makes his points coverdy, by using
strange locales and exotic characters, while Tatham is explicit in his
dissatisfaction with Oliver Cromwell and the Rump Parliament,
criticizing them in ways that should have never made it past the censors
and could have gotten him executed for sedition. Perhaps contempo
rary critics have failed to note the subversiveness of these writers in
part because, in the topsy-turvy world of the Interregnum, subversion
takes theguise of conservatism. Like many Renaissance playwrights, for
example, Davenant and Tatham have an abidinginterest in the topic of
political usurpation. But such an interest registers very differently in a
country governed by Oliver Cromwell than in one headed by James I.
Although he is best remembered for his adaptations of Shake
speare's plays during the Restoration, Davenant created a new type of
theatre with his Interregnum "entertainments." He began his career
with The CruelBrotheri^^lT) and produced a steady stream of comedies
and masques throughout the 1630s. Davenant succeeded Ben Jonson
as Poet Laureate in 1638, secured a patent to open a theatre from
' Kevin L. Cope, "The Glory That WAS Rome—and Grenada, and Rhodes, and Tenochtitlan:
Pleasurable Conquests, Supernatural Liaisons, and Apparitional Drama in Interregnum
Entertainments," Studies in the Literary ImapnaHon 32 (1999):1.
' Cope's WWF analogy is more apt than the usual comparison of William Davenant's heroic
drama with cartoons like Mighty Mouse and Dudley Do-Right but it still fails to acknowledge
the epic sense of good versus evil that is essentialto Interregnum drama.Also, the WWF lacks
the scenic spectacle present in Davenant's Interregnum works.
the Vampire Sitter is a
better bet—^it has all the elements Cope describes as essential to Daveiunt's Interregnum
entertainments.
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Charles I in 1639, and took over management of the Phoenix in 1640
when William Beeston was imprisoned for debt. During the civil war,
he fought with the king's army and served as a royal emissary after
Charles I's execution. In 1650, he set out for the Americas, but never
made it. His ship ran ashore and for a time his execution at the hands
of the Parliament seemed imminent. Davenant escaped execution, and
with the help of well-placed friends, secured his freedom only to be reimprisoned for debt, and again released in August 1654. He then began
staging entertainments in 1656. Although they retained some aspects
of Renaissance genres, these entertainments have closer affinities with
operas than with masques or tragedies. Davenant had found a way
around the ban on theatrical production by staging representations of
life set to music. He cast women in women's roles, moreover, thereby
ending the Renaissance prohibition on actresses. After meeting with
success in the final fewyears of the Commonwealth, Davenant became
a famous theatre manager in the Restoration.
Davenant's biography reveals a finely tuned sense of what it takes
to survive in adverse circumstances. His theatre reflects some of the
same qualities: although it is political, it is also always cautious. As early
as 1643, Davenant expressed his political apprehension through the
publication of The Unfortunate Lovers, which reads like a polemic against
the dangers of misappropriating power. The Unfortunate Lovers w&s first
staged in 1638 and played repeatedly throughout the Restoration. It was
also one of six plays in the repertory of John Rhodes' extremely short
lived theatre company in the months that preceded the Restoration.'
Clearly, this play spoke to a variety of audiences at a variety of
historical junctures, in part perhaps because of its concern with
politically relevant matter. Indeed, of the several features that typify The
Unfortunate Lovers, most notable is the violent struggle for sexual and
political power. Five out of six major characters die by the end of the
play. As this high mortality rate among both the good and the evil
characters suggests, the world of the play is a profoundly disordered
one, where justice fails and chaos reigns. As we shall see, this is a vision
of the world that proved attractive to Interregnum playwrights and
audiences alike.

' Phillip Bordinat and Sophia R Blaydes, Sir William Davenant (Boston:Twayne, 1981).
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To be sure, the plot of The Unfortunate Lavers borrows from the
conventions of Renaissance revenge tragedy; its concern with political
usurpation, for example, is typical of the genre. But, because of the
conditions obtaining in the Interregnum, the theme of political
usurpation has entirely new applications. Davenant's message is that
when regimes use brutality to retain political control, they jeopardize
the centralized sense of morality that sustains society. The play's
confusing and complicated plot, in which characters change political
allegiance at will, best illustrates the radical instability that ensues from
the erosion of moral value. Galeotto,a Machiavellian advisor to Ascoli,
the prince of Verona, desires political power and abuses his position to
achieve it. He falsely accuses Arthiopa, the pure and chaste beloved of
Verona's best general, Altophil, of prostitution in order to secure a
match between his own daughter, Armaranta, and Altophil. When
Armaranta realizes how unjust the charge against Arthiopa is, she
pleads with her father:
Sir, she's guiltlessly betray'd;
I'll gage my yet unspotted fame, nay, all
The treasure of my soul, she's most innocent:
Therefore I beg you would employ your power
To take her from the rigor of the law.
And punish those that have perverted it
To exercise their cruelty!*
Galeotto, a man with no legitimate claim to power, has contaminated
the "rigor of the law" and "guiltlessly betray'd" an innocent in order to
further his own political ambitions. Although the unfortunate Arma
ranta fails to do so, we recognize that her father, the perverter of the
law, is also the provoker of cruelty, conflict, and chaos. Undeterred by
his daughter's implicit condemnation, Galeotto works behind the
scenes to assist Heildebrand, king of Lombardy, in his conquest of
Verona. The barbaric Heildebrand then rapes Arthiopa in a demonstra
tion of the absolute control he holds over Verona.

' William Davenant, DramaticWorks, 5 vols.,1872-74 (New York; Russell and Russell,1964),
21-22. All subsequent citations to Davenant's works are from this edition and will be
indicated parenthetically.
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Just as Galeotto's verbal slander of Arthiopa is prologue to her
physical assault, the politician's usurpation of the law sets the stage for
Heildebrand's attempted usurpation of the city. Davenant's strategic
conflation of the fate of the girl and that of the city makes a number of
covert commentaries. In effect, the raped and disgraced Arthiopa
becomes a figure for Verona, whose legitimate king/husband has been
replaced by a usurper. Galeotto's machinations thus sever not just the
relationship between two lovers but also that between the city and her
ruler. In its concluding moments, the play offers an object lesson in the
dangers of ousting legitimate rulers. More specifically, the multiple
deaths suggest an inevitable connection between political usurpation
and escalating violence. The outraged Altophil kiUs Galeotto. But this
misguided attempt at redress fails to restore order or to contain the
bloodshed. Wracked with guilt for unwittingly abetting her father's
murder, Armaranta kills herself. Heildebrand and Altophil then kill one
another in hand-to-hand combat; and Arthiopa dies of a broken heart,
unable to live without Altophil. As Arthiopa's death suggests, Gale
otto's violation of key institutions—^marriage and monarchy—has
caused permanent damage. When AscoM regains his throne in the
closing moments of the play, he laments that "Friendship and love are
dead; I find / My sorrows are too mighty for my tongue" (83). Even
the reinstatement of the rightful monarch affords no reason for
celebration. Rather, chaos produces only sorrow—and not the renewed
sense of order that attends so many closing scenes of Renaissance
tragedies. As its performance history suggests. The UnfortunateIjovershsLS
an appeal that transcends the dvil war, the Interregnum, and Restora
tion. It was a warning of what the future might hold when first
performed in 1638, a protest against usurpation when first published
in 1643, and a sigh of relief in 1660 and beyond when performances
resumed.
A politically adept businessperson, Davenant negotiated the
Interregnum not just by offering covert critiques but also by appearing
to champion Oliver Cromwell and his policies. The First Daj's Entertain
ment at Rutland House (1656), his initial experiment with Interregnum
entertainments, contains a song that explicitly pays homage to the
Protector:
Did ever war so cease
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That all might olive wear?
All sleepy grow with peace
And none be wak'd with fear?
Does time want wings to fly
Or death ere make a stand?
Men must grow old and die:
Storms drive us from sea to tempests at land. (212)
Davenant alludes to Cromwell with the cleverly worded "oUve wear,"
and credits him with ceasing civil war and hostilities. By celebrating a
return to peace, and emphasizing the country's lack of "fear," Dave
nant suggests that Cromwell will find a broad acceptance for his
policies. But even so apparently flattering an assessment has an edge,
given the context of Davenant's own experiences. Literal "storms" did
drive Davenant "from seas to tempests at land" and forced his return
to England, where he barely escaped execution for his Royalist
sympathies. Although this homage to CromweU expresses gratitude, it
also hints at an uneasy relationship with the state, an uncertainty about
the future. The fact that Davenant's praise takes the form of a series of
questions certainly implies reservations about the stability of the
regime.
Indeed, for Davenant, The First Dc^'s Entertainment proved an
important first step toward stronger sociopolitical evaluation in public
performance. In the debate between Diogenes and Aristophanes, which
constitutes the first half of the entertainment, Davenant constructs a
critique of Parliament's ban on the public performance of plays. While
Diogenes argues the Puritan/parliamentary point that theatre subverts
virtue, Aristophanes asserts "that by virtuous emulations each may
endeavor to become the best example to the rest" (206). According to
Aristophanes, the best way to achieve public virtue is to allow the
public access to virtuous plays. Davenant's choice of Aristophanes
carried with it an immediate relevance for Interregnum audiences, as
the actual Aristophanes was an outspoken critic of political policies in
ancient Athens. In contrast, Davenant's Aristophanes insists that '"Tis
not my theme to declaim of the abuse or use of number in civil
councils or military attempts" (207). By alerting the audience to
possibilities that it then declines to pursue, such a disclaimer from such
a spokesperson calls attention to the acts of self-censorship that a
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repressive regime necessitates. In this roundabout way. The First Daj/'s
Entertainpeent tcs^onds to pressing anxiety within Interregnum society.
Aristophanes closes his defense of theatre by arguing that Diogenes
(who as defender of the edict prohibiting public performance on moral
grounds becomes closely allied with the Commonwealth government)
"is himself the worst representation of Morality; and is justly afraid to
be represented in the theatre" (209). The play suggests that Dioge
nes/ the government has some moral flaw that the prohibition masks.
The ban on theatre then becomes a concern not just of morality but
also of political censorship. It would seem that Diogenes (and the
Interregnum government) does not want its authority challenged by
potentially damaging representations. In framing his critique of the ban
on theatre with a debate centered on morality, Davenant simulta
neously celebrates theatre's didactic utility and also questions the moral
authority of Cromwell's government. Although exphcidy the dialogue
claims for theatre only a morally didactic function, implicitly it also uses
the theatre as an instrument of sociopolitical critique, albeit one versed
in the art of hiding that which it simultaneously reveals.
In The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru (1658), Davenant continues
successfully to circumvent the dangers that the Interregnum govern
ment posed to the expression of dissident ideas. Because it depicts the
English as virtuous saviors, interested not in colonization but in the
preservation of indigenous people. Cruelty arguably praises Cromwell's
efforts against Spain in the New World. Indeed, Randall claims that
Davenant wrote Cruelty to ingratiate himself to Cromwell; Davenant
wanted to demonstrate "the glories of being English, however divided
the English may actually have been."' Cope agrees: he argues that
Cruelty is "aggressively political" but that it "avoids allegorizing'or
disclosing forbidden political truths."'" According to critical consensus,
the hyper-nationalistic Cruelty is an unproblematic celebration of the
civilized superiority of the English.
Crueltyls imagery and language, however, express discontent with
governmental policies and thus access other interpretative possibilities.
Again, Davenant's explicit agenda appears innocuous: "to represent the
happy condition of the People of Peruanciently, when their inclinations

' Randall, WinterFndt,175.
Cope, "The Glory that WAS Rome," 7.
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were governed by Nature" (103). But insofar as "Nature" in this
formulation also represents thedeposed monarchy, a possibility posited
in the opening declamation the Chief Priest of Peru, the play has all
sorts of subversive implications. The Chief Priest enters and laments
his society's political turmoil:
Thus fresh did Nature in our world appear.
When first her Roses did their leaves unfold:
E're she did use her Art's Colours, and e're fear
Had made her pale, or she with cares lookt old.
When various sports did Man's lov'd freedom show.
And still the free were willing to obey.
Youth did to Age, and Sons to Parents bow.
Parents and age first taught the Lawes of sway.
When yet we no just motive had to fear
Our bolder Incas would by Arms be rais'd;
When, temp'rately, they still contented were.
As great examples, to be only praised. (104)
The Incas, like the English, are in a state of transition between an older,
happier time, and current conditions filled with "fear" (mentioned
twice) and uncertainty. Nature is no longer fresh, her "Roses" (since
the Renaissance, a conventional symbol for the English monarchy)
have faded and died unnaturally. Significantly, the speech connects this
sorry state of present affairs with disobedience to authority and
tradition. Given that the passage discusses obedience and the "Lawe,",
the speech of the Chief Priest of Peru becomes essentially an Interreg
num adaptation of the Tudor homily on the dangers of disobedience
(which also would have been delivered as a sermon by a priest). In "An
Homilie against Disobedience and Wylfull Rebellion" (1570) parishio
ners are reminded that "God, assoone as he had created man, gave
unto him a certaine precept and lawe, which he...should observe as a
pledge and token of his due and bounden obedience, with denunciation
of death if he did transgresse and breake the said lawe and commaund-
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ment."" Furthermore, the homily links monarchicalstability and moral
legitimacy as components essential for a successful society;
[OJbedience is the principal vertue of al vermes, and in deede
the very roote of all virmes, and the cause of all felicitie. But
as all felicitie and blessednesse shoulde have continued with
the continuance of obedience: so with the breache of
obedience, and breaking in of rebellion, al vices and miseries
dyd withal breake in, and overwhelme the world.
Rebellion, the homily reports, is the greatest transgression because it
threatens the order that God intended for the world. When structures
of obedience erode, society falls apart, as happens in Davenant's Peru.
The "various sports" which men used to "show" how they loved
"freedom" are gone; the "Lawes" have lost their "sway" and are
ineffective. Essentially conditions in Peru mirror those of England. The
tone of the play is nostalgic, a lament for a past full of "great examples,
to be only praised."
While Cruelty overdy supports Cromwell's effort against Spain, the
emphasis on the "cruelties" inflicted on an oppressed nation by a
conquering force also offers a cipher for Davenant's royaUst sympa
thies. Not only are the Spaniards cruel to the Incans, but also to "all
Christians (excepting those of their own Nation)" (103). Here, the
relationship between two types of Christians (Spanish and nonSpanish) comments on Puritan intolerance for other types of Protes
tantism in England. The Interregnum government, acting to purify
England, initiated a bloody Civil war that ended with the execution of
a divine-right king. The rebellion and execution conflict with Renais
sance beliefs about the relationship between the Monarch and his/her
subjects. According to the "Homelie against Disobedience and WylfuU
Rebellion," rebellion against one's king and country is the worst
possible sin. Davenant sets up Cruelty as an illustration of the tension
between Royalist and Interregnum views on religion. The Fifth Song

CerUnHSermonsorHomBes(1547);andAHemilyytgaiastDu<ibeSenciandWi^U^bel]ion(1570),
ed. Ronald Bond (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987), 209-48,209.
" A Homib) Agmnst Disobedtence and Wi^ull
209-10.
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of the Fifth Entry, for example, expresses reservations about the
spilling of human blood:
When beasts each other chase and then devour,
Tis Natures Law, necessity.
Which makes them hunt for food and not for pow'r:
Men for Dominion, Art's chief vanity.
Contrive to make men dy;
Whose blood through wantonness they spill.
Not having use of what they kill. (112)
Although the Spanish cite religion for their motive, Davenant emphasi2es instead their acqiiisitive desire for power and categorizes this
desire as bestial—a form of "vanity" and "wantonness." Indeed,
according to this passage, only "Natures Law, necessity" can legitimate
the shedding of blood. The passage casts suspicion on Cromwell's own
use of violence to secure his regime; the cruelty of the Spaniard, on
other words, offers an oblique comment on the cruelty of the Interreg
num government.
With The History of Sir Francis Drake (1659), Davenant grows more
open in his opposition to Cromwell's regime. Sir Francis Drake invokes
nostalgia for a return to English political stability but it also demon
strates genuine concern for the consequences of political usurpation
and civil war. The basis of Sir Francis Drake is Drake's voyage of
1572-73, when the English captured Nombre de Dios in the Isthmus
of Panama. Susan Wiseman speculates that in Sir Francis Drake (and in
The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru) Davenant uses colonialist representa
tions to "reinforce Cromwell's foreign policy, call up memories of a
heroic Protestant past, and avoid controversial domestic issues."^^ But
this is not, in fact, entirely accurate. In 1658 England was in a state of
flux. Richard Cromwell ascended to the Protectorate in September after
the death of his father. Sir Francis Drake thus has topical applications,
since it concerns not only Drake but also his son, Drake Junior. In its
description of what binds these two together. Sir Francis Drake offers
a critique of Cromwell pere et fits.

"Susan Wiseman, DramaandVo&tia in theEnglisb C/«/ IPir (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998), 151.
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Davenant represents the Drakes ambiguously: while they appear
to be forces of English civilization and control, they also share a
preoccupation with chaos and violence. Blood, for example, mesmer
izes Drake Senior and Junior alike. The Fourth Entry (or Act) begins
with "the Natives are discern'd in their hunting of Boars; and at a
nearer view, two Peruvians are killing a Stagg" (94). This bloody tableau
comes to life when the frenzied Drake Senior and Junior enter, in eager
pursuit of a boar:
Drake Junior: This last encounter he has bravely stood;
But now he has lost his courage with his blood.
Drake Senior: He foams, and still his Tusks does whet.
As if he still distain'd retreat.
Drake Junior: The wound you gave him makes him turn his
head.
To seek the darker shades, where he was bred. (94)
Although the boar, as a denizen of darkness, might emblematize chaos,
his association with the value of courage renders this identification
problematic. The image of courage slowly bleeding out of the majestic
animal is brutal, so that the savagery first associated with the boar
comes to qualify his killers. Indeed, Drake Senior and Drake Junior are
exhilarated as the boar is dying, exhausted by its long, courageous fight.
The bond that father and son share seems to arise from their mutual
desire to shed as much blood as possible. This point is emphasized by
a subsequent indication of Drake Senior's fixation on blood, in the
Sixth Entry when, after a battle with the Spanish, he comments, "How
warmly was this Strife / Maintain'd 'twixt Death and Life, / Till Blood
had quench'd the flame of Valours fire" (102). Drake's interest in
maintaining strife until the spilling blood extinguishes the possibility of
valor is macabre and disturbing. If Drake represents English Protestant
heroism, as Wiseman argues, then that quality is criticized as well as
celebrated in Sir Francis Drake.
Another aspect of Sir Francis Drake that comments on contempo
rary social unrest is Davenant's treatment of the Symerons. The
Symerons, Moorish slaves brought to Peru to support Spanish mining
(the stripping of Peru's natural resources), offer an interesting analogy
to interactions between the English people and the Interregnum
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government. While Randall finds these Moors to be "one of the most
striking and sympathetic appearances of a group of blacks in the whole
range of early modern English drama," the relationship between the
Symerons and theEnglish, Spanish, and Peruvians is as confused as any
other Davenant depicts.''* ^KTiile the Moors ally themselves with the
English, they also attack a Spanish wedding party, eager to seek revenge
for past "cruelties" and ready to act out their "Moorish Malice" (98). The
incident generates a number of questions. Are the Symerons merely
seeking revenge or are they manifesting their true nature? Is the
Spanish government to blame for this outburst? To what extent does
repression provoke the very violence that it claims to contain?
Davenant leaves these questions unanswered. He emphasizes only that,
while the Symerons behave savagely, they also suffered tremendously
under Spanish rule. Drake, the great civilizing force of English culture
brings the Symerons some relief from their cruel slavery to the Spain;
however, salvation cannot redress past injustices. Just as Drake is
unable to rehabilitate the Symerons from their propensity for violence,
the Commonwealth government, if it continues to subjugate the
English people, will be unable to avoid certain consequences. As Pedro,
a Symeron, puts it: "Revenge does all the fetters break of Law" (99). In
Davenant's dramatic world, like in the world that the Tudor homily
describes, acts of disobedience and violations oLlaw produce only
chaos.
like Davenant, John Tatham began writing plays during the
Caroline period and continued to work through the Interregnum and
into the Restoration. Like Davenant, Tatham expressed his anxiety over
the political state of England during the Interregnum through the plays
he wrote. Unlike Davenant, however, Tatham is seldom a subject of
scholarship. The author and producer of the Lord Mayor of London's
pageants from 1657-64, Tatham remains to contemporary critics and
scholars a relatively obscure figure with aggressively royalist sympathies.
His published work dates from 1640-64; little other biographical
information about Tatham is available.'^ The editors of The Dramatic

" Randall, WinterFruit, 178.
"Tatham's relative obscurity explains the lack of scholarship about his work. His major works
include several plays and the city of London pageants: Fancie's Theatre (1640), Ostella (1650),
The Distracted State (1651), Scots Fi^aries (1652), Loadon's Triumph (1657), L/mdon's Triumph
(1658), London's Glory—Entertainment of Charles II (1660), The Kiyal Oak (1660), The Rump
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Works ofJohn Tatham (1878) claim that Tatham's career ended with "the
great fire and the plague for the five years following."'® Although they
never specifically state why the fire and plague ended Tatham's career,
the insinuation is that the temporary suspension of theatrical produc
tion that accompanied these events accounts for Tatham's subsequent
anonymity. Although Tatham's best known work. The 'Rump (1660), is
familiar to many Restoration scholars, Tatham's other work also offers
insight into the anxieties and tensions of Interregnum culture.
Tatham's The Distracted State shsLtt.s the concern of Davenant's The
Unfortunate Loners with the problems that follow political usurpation.
Published in 1651, The Distracted State may well owe its title to the
famous proclamation that banned public performance of theatre in
1642, which referred to England as a "distracted estate." Wiseman,
Randall, and John M. Wallace all consider The Distracted State problem
atic because of Tatham's assertion that he wrote it in 1641. According
to his own claim, Tatham must have waited ten years for publication in
1651.'^ This point is the principal source of critical discourse on The
Distracted State-, preoccupied with textual issues, most scholars of
Tatham overlook his defiant and aggressive commentary on the perils
of political usurpation. The Distracted State illuminates the danger
inherent in overthrowing a legitimate monarch. As in Davenant's plays,
confusion and chaos are integral to the plot. Mazares deposes his
brother Evander, the rightful ruler of Sicily, and begins a cycle of
usurpation and assassination that nearly destroys the country. News
arrives of the absent Evander's death and Cleander, a Machiavellian
opportunist with his own eye on the crown (Uke Davenant's Galeotto),
convinces Archias, who is Mazares and Evander's kinsman, to
overthrow Mazares. Cleander then defeats Archias. Next, Agathocles
takes the crown from Cleander. Hermocrates wrests control from
Agathocles. Antanter fights Hermocrates for the kingship, and both die
within seconds of Evander's (who is really alive and in hiding)
reappearance and restoration to the throne.

(1660), London's Triumphs (1661),^ua Trimuphahs (1662), and London's Triumph (1664).
" John Tatham, The Dramatic Works of ]ohn Tatham, ed. James Maidment and W H. Logan
(Edinhurgh: William Patterson, 1878). All subsequent textual citations are from this edition.
"John M.Wallace, "The Date of John Tatham's The Distracted State" bulletin ofthe New York
Public Uhraty 64 (1970).
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As this brief summary presumably suggests, the introduction of
each successive monarch initiates a new set of complications and a
further degeneration of the social order. Agathocles curses Mazares
upon his ascension:
Now may the groans of dying men, the cries
Of widows, orphans, and deflowered virgins.
Together with his brother's wrongs, continually
Keep him awake, till, with distracted rage.
For want of rest, he doth become his own
Dire executioner! (49)
In a deft revision of the parliamentary edict, the speech argues that the
ousting of a king cannot resolve the problems of a "distracted estate"
since such an act is itself the product of distraction. Moreover,
according to Tatham, illegitimate usurpation is self-destructive because
it teaches bloody instructions. The insight is hardly a novel one, as my
allusion to Macbeth suggests; however, it has immediate applications in
the Interregnum that it lacked in the reign of James I. In The Distracted
State as in Macbeth, the original sin against the legitimate monarchy
causes all structures of value, including those informing hierarchies of
obedience, to decay. While Archias's apparent death legitimates Mazares's claim to the throne, Agathocles admits that Mazares "is my
King; / his brother's death hath made / His tide good, and I must
bring my heart / Down to obedience" (64). But this proves an
impossible task. In Tatham's play, revolution and regicide erode all
political authority; a stable regime cannot emerge from an act of
usurpation. The moral center of the play, Epecides, notes:
This example
Kindles in every man desire of rule.
Which to achieve, how perilous soe'er
Th' attempt may prove, they'll leave no means unsought.
Till their irregular sense, spurning at order.
Turns all into a chaos. (99)
Like the writers of "An Homelie against Disobedience and WylfuU
Rebellion," Epecides holds that chaos inevitably ensues when a divine-
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right monarch loses the crown. The only solution that The Distracted
State proposes is the miraculous restoration of thelegitimate monarchy.
If he wrote the play in 1641, Tatham voiced the concern of a people
who faced precisely the possibilities that the play explores. If he wrote
it in 1651, as he himself claimed, he made dear that he saw as the only
recourse to such a situation the restoration of a legitimate monarch.
In The Scotch Figgaries (1652), Tatham again expresses his dissatis
faction with England's loss of moral and political authority and
criticizes oppressive lawmakers and ineffectual laws.Jocky and Bdly are
two Scottish beggars convinced by Folly, a Fool, to pose as doctors to
cure the imagined ills of the easily deceived English people. Billy goes
to the country andJocky to the dty and court. Through its deployment
of metaphors of illness and madness. The Scotch Figgaries hasisXs that the
entire country has gone insane. When Mistress Smallfaith exdaims "Oh
the madness of the men of these times...Curse on the time—" she
speaks for all of England (147). Folly teUs Jocky 'Thes Kingdom's
mickle sick, tha Curt o tha cety, tha cety o tha Curt, an tha contre o
beoth, an aw o 'um o the Kirk an tha Law" (137). Unfortunately, there
is no cure for the moral affliction that infects England. The insinuation
is that the absence of a strong, legitimate political authority (the.King)
has caused disease to ravage the body politic.
The source of all this illness, the play suggests, is the English legal
system. More spedficaUy, TheScotchFiggaries 'mtettogTites the legitimacy
of English lawmakers. The law routinely betrays Tatham's characters
for the most minor of offenses. In Act IV, for example, a "crew of
country people" convenes to lament their woeful condition, and the
Fourth Country Man relates this story:
There was a fellow, I'll not tell his name, was pissing against
the wall; the Mayor came by, —now you know the proverb.
Tell a tale to a mare and twiU let a fart; but here the case
alters, for the fellow let the fart, and the Mayor took it in the
nose, and caused the fellow to be carried to the town hall as
prisoner. (151)
As this tale comically illustrates, the repressive governing body
prohibits the people it serves from performing even the most basic
biological functions. Tatham's indictment of Cromwell grows stronger
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in Act V, when Resolution, an English soldier, relates the story of Jocky
and Billy's scheme to Domuch and Surehold, two magistrates:
When they had thus
Spread their infection, they began to think
Their safety would not last without the soldier;
And to that end and purpose do persuade
The giddy people, which they had before
Distemper'd with their poisons, to receive
This man of feather as their Protector;
They take him and to Covenant they go.
Two hundred thousand pounds—a sum would buy
Their Kingdom—^must be raised and paid to them. (156)
The reference to Cromwell comes not only in the term "Protector," but
also in the allusion to buying a Kingdom for £200,000. Randall points
out that it was a commonly held perception that Scotland "sold"
Charles I to Cromwell (299). Tatham even urges a connection between
Christ and Charles I, referencing a barefoot "wandering Jew" put to
death for thievery by the Scots (122). Although Randall argues that
Tatham wanted to unite a divided England against a common enemy
in The Scotch Figgaries, the result is a rally against the policies and laws of
the Protector (300).
With The 'Rump (1660), Tatham launches his most virulent attack
on the political policies of Cromwell, and includes also a personal
assaxilt on Cromwell's wife and son, as wellas on other members of the
Commonwealth government. The action occurs after Oliver Crom
well's death and contains an unflattering portrait of Parliament's
struggle for continued domination of England.Tatham voices concern
for the future of England under the authority of Parliament, which he
portrays as morally reprehensible and paralyzed by infighting. Bertlam
and Woodfleet are competitors for the Protectorship, recently vacated
by Richard Cromwell, Oliver's son. Although Richard Cromwell does
not appear in the play, his mother, Oliver's widow, is present and vocal
in her opposition to Bertlam's presumptive victory. "Hang honesty!"
declares Mrs. Cromwell, "'tis mere foolery," when her son-in-law,
Woodfleet, seems ready to admit defeat to Bertlam (255). Mrs. Crom
well's disregard for the value of honesty is not one that Tatham shares.
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His play reads as an indictment of Parliament on the grounds of
corruption and dishonesty. Lockwhite, for example, chastises Bertlam
for his refusal to swear an oath of allegiance to Oliver Cromwell before
his death. "Oaths!" Lockwhite asks, "What are they but bubbles that
break with their own emptiness?" (210). It does not matter to whom
one swears allegiance; oaths easily made can be easily broken; and
honor is a scarce commodity in parliamentary circles.
Tatham also draws upon images of uncontrollable women,
common in Ben Jonson's plays and used later by Restoration play
wrights like Witham Wycherley and William Congreve, to further
critique the Rump parliament. Bertlam and his wife suffer especially
under Tatham's critical eye. Master Lilly, an astrologer, declares that
Bertlam is "subtle, politic, and crafty" and "proud, inconstant, and
deceitful" (259). The play further ridicules Berdam by making him the
pawn of the power-hungry Lady Berdarn, whose ambition informs all
of her husband's attempts to gain control of Parliament. Indeed,
according to the repeatedly invoked logic of early modern misogyny.
Lady Berdam's interference in governmental affairs is in itself an
indictment of the current regime. When Berdam asks her to leave
Parliament during elections, the lady responds angrily, "While thou art
here I have just as much right to the place as thou hast, if I am John
Berdam's lady; and for aught I know, my advise may do as well here as
thine, for all you perk it so" (240-41). A man who cannot control his
wife can hardly control England.
Through his representation of Lady Berdam, Tatham associates
the government's usurpation of monarchical privilege with women's
usurpation of masculine privilege. Indeed, Lady Berdam is eager to
secure both forms of privilege for herself. She finds the term "Ma
dame" odious, for example, and insists that Prissilla (her maid) call her
"Highness" in anticipation of her husband's victory (217). An argument
between Mrs. Cromwell and Lady Berdam, in which they exchange
insults like "Mrs. Minks," "Baggage," "Creature," and "Jezebel,"
confirms that the Interregnum government has not just upset the
power relationship between king and subject, but also between men
and women. In the absence of a strong masculine authority, the
struggle for control over Parliament has in effect deteriorated into a
catfight between women. While the idea of the Cromwell's widow
engaging in such a catfight with the presumptive Protectoress is funny.
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it is also disturbing. Tatham's depiction calls into question the
legitimacy of the Interregnum government and presents both Lady
Berdam and the Widow Cromwell as pretenders to authority; they are
women who desire power but lack the class to obtain it through
rightful means. Tatham's satiric insistence that England is governed by
feminine desires makes for his most mordant critique of the Common
wealth regime.
Not surprisingly, given this emphasis, the Cromwell family fares
poorly in the play. Mrs. Cromwell contrasts the current perception of
her husband to her own:
Nothing torments me more than that thy father...is now
call'd th' fire-brand of hell, monster on mankind, regicide,
homicide, murtherer of piety, a lump of flesh soaked in the
sea of blood, traytor to God and goodness, an advancer of
fiends and darkness! Such as these, and worse, could I but
think on 'em, are daily cast in my ears by every idle fellow.
(224)
In so doing, she inadvertently reveals the sense of powerlessness that
"every idle fellow" experienced under Cromwell's Protectorship and
the sense of relief that "every idle fellow" feels after his death. Tatham
was clearly one of those "fellows." Free from the fear of reprisal but
stiU affected by the uncertainty of the Interregnum, Tatham comes to
terms with the past in The Rump. Part angry satire, part remembrance
of the confusion and terror that characterixed daily life for almost two
decades. The Rump eloquently demonstrates Tatham's concern for the
distracted state of England in the aftermath of Cromwell's Protectorate.
In the Interregnum, drama provided release from but also
commentary on contemporary political tensions. The dazzling but
dissident "entertainments" of William Davenant and the excessive
tragedies and scathing satirical comedies of John Tatham are reactions
to the anxiety and pressure felt hy both men. Royalist sympathizers
caught in the Protectorate. Janet Clare's assertion that Davenant's (and
impUdtiy all Interregnum) plays, "defy classification as legitimate" fails
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upon examination of the plays.'® Davenant and Tatham's dramatic
works reveal a critical quality that is inherently dangerous and subver
sive and that, from a current critical perspective, makes them valuable
and legitimate objects of scholarly inquity. Interregnum drama
successfully negotiates a politically hostile situation. Using drama as a
response to sociopolitical anxiety is not an innovation; the tradition of
political protest in drama is as old as the genre itself, as Davenant
reminds us when he references Aristophanes. But much scholarship
has denied Interregnum playwrights the status of political activists. As
I have suggested, Davenant and Tatham had agendas far more complex
than mere survival; their plays performed far more important work
than begging for sustenance while the theatres were closed. The
dramatic work produced in the Interregnum borrows from Renaissance
conventions—^aspects of revenge tragedy, an interest in Machiavellian
villains, and elaborate, masque-like sets. Interregnum drama also made
some important contributions to the tradition, such as the insistence on
using actresses. But it was first and foremost a drama shaped only like
itself. As my brief examination of Davenant and Tatham's works
demonstrates, Interregnum drama, with its quirks, its freakiness, its
"funkiness," is deeply political and therefore stands to enlighten our
understanding of the complex culture from which it emerged.

"Janet Clare, "The Production and Reception of Davenant's Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru,'
Modern language Pjvietv 89 (1994): 832.

